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d

subject-matter, because they proceed in their investigations /rom
assumptions and not to a first principle, they do not, you think,
exercise intelligence on it, even though with the aid of a first
principle it is intelligible. 71 And I think that YOll call the habit
mind of
and the like reason but not intelligence,
by reason something midwav between oDinion (C +

are,

e

ln~:;~

lour states

reason, to the
you may arrange them in a scale, and assume that they have
of clarity correspollding to the
truth possessed
subject-matter:
'I understand,' he replied, 'and agree with your proposed
arrangement. '

7. The Simile of the

is
to return to the cave ana serve
unwillingness to do so being his chief" qualification.
As Corn/m'd pointed out, the best way to understand the
simile is to replace 'the clumsier apparatus'
the cave by the
cinema, though today television is an even better colnparison.
It is the moral and intellectual condition 0/ the average man
/rom which Plato starts; and though clearly the ordinary man
knows the di//erence between substance and shadow in the
physical world, the simile suggests that his moral
intellectual
as little relation to the truth as the aver
hrnar/1»1"W1t' An"" to
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an

grollnd chamber like a cave, with a long entrance open to the
daylight and as
as the cave. In this chamber <lre men who
have heen prisoners there since they were children, tbeir
and necks
so fastened that they can only look straight
ahead of them and cannot turn their heacls. Some way off,
and
up, a fire is hurning, and between the
and
them rllns a road, 'in front
which a
like the screell at puppet shows
their

along
figures
sorts of

T4

a

(,

men and animals made

men,
you
;1re talking and some not.'
;1 nel an odd sort of prisoner.'
are drawn from life,,/3 I replied. 'For, tell me, do you
think nul'
could see anything
themselves 01' their
except the shadows thrown bv the (lre on the wall
cave
'How could they see anything else if they were
from

5T 5 d

not

assume
'Inevitably.'
'And if the wall of their prison opposite them
sound,
don't you think that they would suppose, whenever one of the
on the road spoke, that the voice
to the
before them?'
would be
of

c
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gaze at it without lISlI1g reflections
as it is in itself.'
Suppose one of them were let
stand up and turn his head
d all these actions would be painful and he would
too dazzled
to see properly the objects of which he used to see the shadows.
What do you think he would say if he was told tbat what be
used to see was so much empty nonsense and that he was now
nearer reality and seeing more correctly, because he was turned
towards objects that were more real, and if 011 top of that he
objects was
were compelled to say what each of the
when it was pointed out to him? Don't you think he would
at a loss, and think that what he used to see was
than
out to him?'
e

'Yes.'

if,' I went on, 'he were
rugged ascent and not let go till he had
5 16 a the sunlight, the process would be a
would much object, and when he
into the light his eyes
would be so dazzled by the glare of it that he wouldn't be able
to see a single one of the things he was now told were real.
'Certainly not at first,' he agreed.
'Because, of course, he would need to grow accustomed to
the light before he could see things in
upper world outside
the cave. First he would find it easiest to look at shadows, next
men and other objects in water, and later
on at the ohiects themselves.
b

sun

'Very much so.'
'There was probably a certain amount of honour and glory
to be won among the prisoners, and prizes for keensightedness
for those best able to remember the order of sequence among
the passing shadows and so be best able to divine their future
appearances. Will our released prisoner hanker after
or envy this power or honour? Won't he be more
as Homer says, tbat he
of some
life
he went
'Then
back to sit in
seat in the cave? Wouldn't his eyes he
blinded by
because he had comc in suddenly out
of the sunlight?'
'Certainly.'
'And if he had to discriminate between the shadows, in competition with the other prisoners, 'vvhile he was still blinded and
his eyes
used to the darkness - a process that would
take some time wouldn't be likely to l11ake a fool of himself?
would say
his visit to the upper world had mined
And
his
ascent was not worth even
them and lead thcm
And if anyone tried to
on

to

last

d
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to serve
that evil is.'
'That's true.'
'But suppose,' I said, 'that such natures were cut loose, when
b thev were still children. from all tbe dead weights natural to this
sensual

same
the objects on which it is at

d

own accord,
earthly paradise.'
'True.'
'Then our job as lawgivers is to compel the best minds to
attain what we have called the highest form of knowledge, and
to ascend to the vision of the good as we have described,
when thev have achieved
see well enough, prevent
to.'
and

in the cave
whether trivial or serious.'
'But surely,' he protested, 'that will not be fair. We shall be
compelling them to live a poorer life thZln they might live.'
'The object of our legislation,' I reminded him
'is not
special welfare of any particular class in our
but of

purpose in fostering this attitude is not to leave everyone to
himself, but to make
mall a link in the unity of the
whole.'
'You are right; J had forgotten,' he said.
'You see, then, Glallcon,' I went 011, 'we shan't be unfair to
in what we say when
to take part in
them
and it is 0111y just that anything tbat grows up on its own
it has nothing to repay for all upbringing which it owes to
no one. "But," we shall say, "we have bred you both for your
own sake and that of the whole community to act as
and kin!:'-bees in a hiVE" V()II '.11'1" hpt/-p,- and more

see a
the various
and know what they are shadows of, because you have ~eell
truth about things admirable and just and good. And so our
state c1l1d yours will be really awake, and not merely dream
like most societies today, with their shadow battles and their
for political power, which they tre:Jt ZlS some great
truth is auite different, the state

d

15

government, and the state

'J
agree.'
'Then will our pupils, when they hear what we say,
and
to take their share of the hard work of government,
even though spending the greater part of their time toget.her in
the pure air above?'
cannot refuse, for we are
;) Just Clcmand or Just

e
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will anDro::Jch tbe

a

career, there C111 never be
power, ,mel the comequent

aud
'True indeed.'
b

which
on
'None
'But what -we need is that the only men to get pO'vvcr should
be men \vbo do not love it,

'That is certain.'

most
other rewards and a
is no one else.'

government and who :,avc
rhe Dolitician's?'

